Skills to Develop

Make sure you thoroughly understand the following essential ideas which have been presented above. It is especially important that you know the precise meanings of all the highlighted terms in the context of this topic.

- What was the **caloric theory of heat**, and how did Rumford's experiments in boring cannon barrels lead to its overthrow?
- Define **thermal radiation** and the "scandal of the ultraviolet" and the role Max Planck played in introducing the **quantum** concept.
- What is the **photoelectric effect**? Describe the crucial insight that led Einstein to the concept of the **photon**.

What we call "classical" physics is based on our experience of what we perceive as the "real world". Even without knowing the details of Newton's laws of motion that describe the behavior of macroscopic bodies, we have all developed an intuitive understanding of this behavior; it is a part of everyone's personal view of the world. By extension, we tend to view atoms and molecules in much the same way, that is, simply as miniature versions of the macroscopic objects we know from everyday life. It turns out, however, that our everyday view of the macroscopic world is only a first approximation of the reality that becomes apparent at the atomic level. Many of those who first encounter this microscopic world of quantum weirdness find it so foreign to prior experience that their first reaction is to dismiss it as pure fantasy.

The fact is, however, that it is not only for real, but serves as the key that unlocks even some of the simplest aspects of modern Chemistry. Our goal in this lesson is to introduce you to this new reality, and to provide you with a conceptual understanding of it that will make Chemistry a more meaningful part of your own personal world.

The Limits of Classical Physics

Near the end of the nineteenth century, the enormous success of the recently developed kinetic molecular theory of gases had dispelled most doubts about the atomic nature of matter; the material world was seen to consist of particles that had distinct masses and sizes, and which moved in trajectories just as definite as those of billiard balls.

In the 1890s, however, certain phenomena began to be noticed that seemed to be inconsistent with this dichotomy of particles and waves. This prompted further questions and further experiments which led eventually to the realization that classical physics, while it appears to be "the truth", is by no means the whole truth. In particular, it cannot accurately describe the behavior of objects that are extremely small or fast-moving.

**Chemistry** began as an entirely empirical, experimental science, dealing with the classification and properties of substances and with their transformations in chemical reactions. As this large body of facts developed into a science (one of whose functions is always to explain and correlate known facts and to predict new ones), it has become necessary to focus increasingly on the nature and behavior of individual atoms and of their own constituent parts, especially the **electrons**. Owing to their extremely small masses, electrons behave as **quantum particles** which do not obey the rules of classical physics.

The purpose of this introductory unit is to summarize the major ideas of quantum theory that will be needed to treat atomic and molecular structure later on in the course.
Quantum theory can be presented simply as a set of assumptions which are developed through mathematical treatment. This is in fact the best route to take if one is to use quantum mechanics as a working tool. More than this, however, quantum theory brings with it a set of concepts that have far-reaching philosophical implications and which should be a part of the intellectual equipment of anyone who claims to have a general education in the sciences. A major objective of this chapter will be to introduce you to "the quantum way of thinking" and to show how this led to a profound break with the past, and a shift in our way of viewing the world that has no parallel in Western intellectual history.

**Light**

The development of our ideas about light and radiation was not quite as direct. In the 17th century, heat was regarded as a substance called caloric whose invisible atoms could flow from one object to another, thus explaining thermal conduction. This view of heat as a material fluid seemed to be confirmed by the observation that heat can pass through a vacuum, a phenomenon that we now call radiant heat. Isaac Newton, whose experiments with a prism in 1672 led to his famous textbook "Optiks", noted that light seemed to react with green plants to produce growth, and must therefore be a "substance" having atoms of its own. By 1800, the corpuscular (particle) theory of light was generally accepted.

And yet there were questions. Count Rumford's observation that the drill bits employed in boring cannons produced more frictional heat when they were worn and dull led to the overthrow of the caloric theory. The caloric theory of heat assumed that small particles are able to contain more heat than large ones, so that when a material is sawn or drilled, some of its heat is released as the filings are produced. A dull drill produces few filings, and according to this theory, should produce little heat, but Rumford was able to show that the amount of heat produced is in fact independent of the state of the drill, and depends only on the amount of mechanical work done in turning it.

In 1812, Christiaan Huygens showed how a number of optical effects could be explained if light had a wavelike nature, and this led Fresnel to develop an elaborate wave theory of light. By 1818 the question of "particle or wave" had become so confused that the French Academy held a great debate intended to settle the matter once for all. The mathematician Poisson pointed out that Fresnel's wave theory had a ridiculous consequence: the shadow cast by a circular disk should have a bright spot of light at its center, where waves arriving in phase would reinforce each other. Fresnel performed the experiment and was entirely vindicated: if the light source is sufficiently point-like (an extended source such as the sun or an ordinary lamp will not work), this diffraction effect is indeed observed.

**Heat**

By this time it was known that radiant heat and "cold" could be focused and transmitted by mirrors, and in 1800 William Herschel discovered that radiant heat could be sensed in the dark region just beyond the red light refracted by a prism. Light and radiant heat, which had formerly been considered separate, were now recognized as one, although the question of precisely what was doing the "waving" was something of an embarrassment.

**The quantum revolution**

By 1890, physicists thought they had tidied up the world into the two realms of particulate matter and of wavelike radiant energy, which by then had been shown by James Clerk Maxwell to be forms of electromagnetic energy. No sooner had all this been accomplished, than the cracks began to appear; these quickly widened into chasms, and within twenty years
the entire foundations of classical physics had disintegrated; it would not be until the 1920's that anyone with a serious interest in the nature of the microscopic world would find a steady place to stand.

### Cathode rays

The atom was the first to go. It had been known for some time that when a high voltage is applied to two separated pieces of metal in an evacuated tube, "cathode rays" pass between them. These rays could be detected by their ability to cause certain materials to give off light, or fluoresce, and were believed to be another form of electromagnetic radiation. Then, in the 1890s, J.J. Thompson and Jean Perrin showed that cathode rays are composed of particles having a measurable mass (less than 1/1000 of that of the hydrogen atom), they carry a fixed negative electric charge, and that they come from atoms. This last conclusion went so strongly against the prevailing view of atoms as the ultimate, un-cuttable stuff of the world that Thompson only reluctantly accepted it, and having done so, quickly became the object of widespread ridicule.

### Radioactivity

But worse was soon to come; not only were atoms shown not to be the smallest units of matter, but the work of the Curies established that atoms are not even immutable; atoms of high atomic weight such as uranium and radium give off penetrating beams of radiation and in the process change into other elements, disintegrating through a series of stages until they turn into lead. Among the various kinds of radiation that accompany radioactive disintegration are the very same cathode rays that had been produced artificially by Thompson, and which we now know as electrons.

### Radiation is quantized

The wave theory of radiation was also running into difficulties. Any object at a temperature above absolute zero gives off radiant energy; if the object is moderately warm, we sense this as radiant heat. As the temperature is raised, a larger proportion of shorter-wavelength radiation is given off, so that at sufficiently high temperatures the object becomes luminous. The origin of this radiation was thought to lie in the thermally-induced oscillations of the atoms within the object, and on this basis the mathematical physicist James Rayleigh had worked out a formula that related the wavelengths given off to the temperature. Unfortunately, this formula did not work; it predicted that most of the radiation given off at any temperature would be of very short wavelength, which would place it in the ultraviolet region of the spectrum. What was most disconcerting is that no one could say why Rayleigh's formula did not work, based as it was on sound classical physics; this puzzle became known as the "scandal of the ultraviolet".
**Thermal emission of radiation.** These plots show something you already know: when a piece of metal or some other material becomes very hot, it begins to glow. Actually, all bodies warmer than absolute zero emit thermal radiation, but at ordinary temperatures the wavelengths are in the far-infrared range, well out of the visible region. At about 3000 K the wavelengths become short enough to reveal themselves to the eye: the body becomes "red hot". At higher temperatures the radiation extends through more of the visible spectrum and the emission becomes yellow and then white. Notice that at all temperatures shown here, the bulk of the radiation is still in the infrared region; this is the reason that incandescent (tungsten filament) lamps are so inefficient; most of the energy goes into the production of heat.

**Quanta**

In 1899 the German physicist Max Planck pointed out that one simple change in Rayleigh's argument would produce a formula that accurately describes the radiation spectrum of a perfect radiator, which is known as a "black body". Rayleigh assumed that such an object would absorb and emit amounts of radiation in amounts of any magnitude, ranging from minute to very large. This is just what one would expect on the basis of the similar theory of mechanical physics which had long been well established. Planck's change, for which he could offer no physical justification other than that it works, was to discard this assumption, and to require that the absorption or emission of radiation occur only in discrete chunks, or *quanta*. Max Planck had unlocked the door that would lead to the resurrection of the corpuscular theory of radiation. Only a few years later, Albert Einstein would kick the door open and walk through.

**The photoelectric effect**

By 1900 it was known that a beam of light, falling on a piece of metal, could cause electrons to be ejected from its surface.
Evidently the energy associated with the light overcomes the binding energy of the electron in the metal; any energy the light supplies in excess of this binding energy appears as kinetic energy of the emitted electron. What seemed peculiar, however, was that the energy of the ejected electrons did not depend on the intensity of the light as classical physics would predict. Instead, the energy of the photoelectrons (as they are called) varies with the color, or wavelength of the light; the higher the frequency (the shorter the wavelength), the greater the energy of the ejected electrons.

The photoelectric effect. In order to be knocked out of the metal, an electron must be given a minimum amount of energy (the ionization energy.) Any energy in excess of this will show up as kinetic energy of the photoelectrons. The purpose of the retarding potential is to counteract this kinetic energy so that we can determine what photon wavelength (energy) corresponds to just the ionization energy.

In 1905, Albert Einstein, then an unknown clerk in the Swiss Patent Office, published a remarkable paper in which he showed that if light were regarded as a collection of individual particles, a number of phenomena, including the photoelectric effect, could be explained. Each particle of light, which we now know as a photon, has associated with it a distinct energy that is proportional to the frequency of the light, and which corresponds to Planck's energy quanta. The energy of the photon is given by

\[ E = h\nu = \frac{hc}{\lambda} \]

in which \( h \) is Planck's constant, \( 6.63\times10^{-34} \) J-s, \( \nu \) (Greek \( \nu \)) is the frequency, \( \lambda \) (\( \lambda \)) is the wavelength, and \( c \) is the velocity of light, \( 3.00\times10^8 \) m s\(^{-1}\). The photoelectric effect is only seen if the photon energy \( e \) exceeds the binding energy of the electron in the metal; it is clear from the above equation that as the wavelength increases, \( e \) decreases, and eventually no electrons will be released. Einstein had in effect revived the corpuscular theory of light, although it would not be until about 1915 that sufficient experimental evidence would be at hand to convince most of the scientific world—but not all of it: Max Planck, whose work had led directly to the revival of the particle theory of light, remained one of the strongest doubters.

The 1905 volume of *Annalen der Physik* is now an expensive collector's item, for in that year Einstein published three major papers, any one of which would have guaranteed him his place in posterity. The first, on the photoelectric effect, eventually won him the Nobel Prize. The second paper, on Brownian motion, amounted to the first direct confirmation of the atomic theory of matter. The third paper, his most famous, "On the electrodynamics of moving bodies", set forth the
special theory of relativity.

The appearance of his general theory of relativity in 1919 would finally make Einstein into a reluctant public celebrity and scientific superstar. This theory explained gravity as a consequence of the curvature of space-time.

---

**Matter and energy united**

**Energy**

The concept of energy was slow to develop in science, partly because it was not adequately differentiated from the related quantities of force and motion. It was generally agreed that some agent of motion and change must exist; Descartes suggested, for example, that God, when creating the world, had filled it with "vortices" whose motions never ceased, but which could be transferred to other objects and thus give them motion. Gradually the concepts of *vis viva* and *vis mortua* developed; these later became kinetic and potential energy. Later on, the cannon-boring experiments of Benjamin Thompson (Count Rumford) revealed the connections between heat and work. Finally, the invention of the steam engine forced the birth of the science of thermodynamics, whose founding law was that a quantity known as *energy* can be transferred from one object to another through the processes of heat and work, but that the energy itself is strictly conserved.

---

**Relativity**

If Einstein's first 1905 paper put him on the scientific map, the third one made him a scientific celebrity.

In effect, Einstein merely asked a simple question about Faraday's law of electromagnetic induction, which says that a moving electric charge (such as is produced by an electric current flowing in a conductor) will create a magnetic field. Similarly, a moving magnetic field will induce an electric current. In either case, something has to be moving. Why, Einstein asked, does this motion have to be relative to that of the room in which the experiment is performed— that is, relative to the Earth? A stationary charge creates no field, but we know that there is really no such thing as a stationary charge, since the Earth itself is in motion; what, then, do motion and velocity ultimately relate to?

The answer, Einstein suggested, is that the only constant and unchanging velocity in the universe is that of light. This being so, the beam emitted by the headlight of a moving vehicle, for example, can travel no faster than the light coming from a stationary one. This in turn suggested (through the Lorentz transformation - we are leaving out a few steps here!) that mass, as well as velocity (and thus also, time) are relative in that they depend entirely on the motion of the observer. Two observers, moving at different velocities relative to each other, will report different masses for the same object, and will age at different rates. Further, the faster an object moves with respect to an observer, the greater is its mass, and the harder it becomes to accelerate it to a still greater velocity. As the velocity of an object approaches the speed of light, its mass approaches infinity, making it impossible for an object to move as fast as light.

According to Einstein, the speed of light is really the *only* speed in the universe. If you are sitting still, you are moving through the time dimension at the speed of light. If you are flying in an airplane, your motion along the three cartesian dimensions subtracts from that along the fourth (time) coordinate, with the result that time, for you, passes more slowly.
Relativity comes into chemistry in two rather indirect ways: it is responsible for the magnetic moment ("spin") of the electron, and in high-atomic weight atoms in which the electrons have especially high effective velocities, their greater [relativistic] masses cause them to be bound more tightly to the nucleus—accounting, among other things, for the color of gold, and for the unusual physical and chemical properties of mercury.

Mass-energy

Where does the additional mass of a moving body come from? Simply from the kinetic energy of the object; this equivalence of mass and energy, expressed by the famous relation \( e = mc^2 \), is the most well known consequence of special relativity. The reason that photons alone can travel at the velocity of light is that these particles possess zero rest mass to start with. You can think of ordinary matter as "congealed energy", trapped by its possession of rest mass, whereas light is energy that has been liberated of its mass.
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